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We present here tunable and reconfigurable designs of linear and nonlinear plasmonic and hyperbolic metamaterials. Rich scattering features of multilayered composite nanoparticles are demonstrated, which include complex and exotic scattering signatures combining multiple dipolar Fano resonances and electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT) features. These dipole-dipole multi-Fano scattering responses can be further tuned through altering the plasmonic properties of the concentric layers or the permittivity of the core, for instance, by the presence of nonlinearities. Strong third-order nonlinear effects, such as optical bistability, may also be induced in the scattering response of nonlinear nanoparticles due to the highly enhanced and confined fields inside their core. Nonlinear hyperbolic metamaterial designs are also explored, which can realize tunable positive-to-negative refraction at the same frequency, as a function of the input intensity. Negative Goos-Hänchen shift is demonstrated based only on the hyperbolic dispersion properties of these layered metamaterials without the usual need of negative index metamaterials. The Goos-Hänchen shift may be tuned from positive-to-negative values, when the structure is illuminated with different frequencies. A plethora of applications are envisioned based on the proposed tunable metamaterials, such as ultrafast reconfigurable imaging devices, tunable sensors, novel nanotag designs, and efficient all-optical switches and memories.

1. Introduction

Metamaterials are artificially constructed materials that can exhibit novel functionalities not available in nature. Unusual electromagnetic properties, such as negative refraction [1] and invisibility [2, 3], have been achieved with different metamaterial structures. These interesting properties have been obtained with various metamaterial designs at microwaves, terahertz, optical, and ultraviolet frequencies [4–10]. Recently, increased attention has been dedicated to the study of reconfigurable and tunable metamaterials and nonlinear plasmonic devices, where even more exotic and breakthrough functionalities may be achieved [11, 12]. Several reconfigurable and tunable metamaterial and plasmonic devices have been presented in the recent literature. Their operation may be controlled with an applied voltage (varactors) [13, 14], electromagnetic forces [15], external magnetic fields [16], temperature [17, 18], liquid crystals [19, 20], graphene [21, 22], phase-change media [23, 24], and electro-optical effects [25–27].

Nonlinear optical effects can also be strongly enhanced with plasmonic metamaterial structures, mainly due to the highly localized fields obtained in these structures. For example, we recently demonstrated that strong optical bistability can arise when nonlinear plasmonic waveguides operate at their cut-off frequency [28]. Furthermore, inspired by the recent interest in the concept of Fano scattering resonances [29], we reported giant all-optical scattering switches based on nonlinear core-shell plasmonic nanoparticles [30]. The proposed nanoparticles exhibited purely dipolar Fano resonances, in contrast to more conventional Fano resonances based on the interaction and coupling of dipolar and higher-order scattering modes supported by complex subwavelength plasmonic systems [31–35]. The concept of purely dipolar
Fano resonances has also been extended to multilayered plasmonic nanoparticles, inducing Fano-comb scattering responses [36, 37]. Cloaking and resonant scattering states excited within the proposed plasmonic shells may be used, respectively, as the dark and bright modes to induce multiple dipolar Fano-like scattering features.

In this paper, we further study the interesting scattering properties of multilayered plasmonic nanoparticles in order to demonstrate tunable Fano-comb operation for sensing and nanotagging applications. Third-order optical nonlinear materials loaded in the core of these plasmonic composite nanoparticles are shown to induce large bistability for each dipolar Fano resonance, due to the enhanced and strongly localized electric fields inside the core of the device. Moreover, reconfigurable nonlinear hyperbolic layered metamaterial structures will be studied, which may achieve tunable positive-to-negative refraction as a function of the input radiation intensity [38]. We will also demonstrate that hyperbolic metamaterials can realize strong negative Goos–Hänchen shifts [39] without the need of negative refractive index metamaterials. Reconfigurable operation for Goos–Hänchen shift will be presented based on layered metamaterial structures as a function of the frequency of the impinging radiation.

2. Plasmonic Composite Nanoparticles

Two composite plasmonic nanoparticle geometries are considered in the following, as shown in Figure 1. First, we calculate the scattering response of the geometry depicted in Figure 1(a), consisting of a dielectric core with radius \( a = 50 \) nm and relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 2 \) and two plasmonic coating layers. The aspect ratio \( \eta_k = a/a_1 \) is defined as the ratio between the radius of the dielectric core and the radius of the first plasmonic layer. Both plasmonic layers are considered to have the same thicknesses. The first layer is assumed to follow a lossless Drude permittivity dispersion with \( \varepsilon_{\text{cl}} = \varepsilon_{\infty} - \omega_p^2 \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega + i\gamma} \right) \), \( \omega_p = 2175 \) THz, \( \gamma = 0 \) THz, and \( \varepsilon_{\infty} = 5 \), fitted to the real part of the experimentally retrieved silver dispersion [40], under an \( e^{-i\omega t} \) time convention. The second plasmonic layer has a relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{c2}} \), which follows a similar Drude dispersion with a plasma frequency increased by \( \Delta\omega_p \). One way to achieve this effect could be to modify the doping level of plasmonic semiconductors, similar to our previous work [37] in which nanoparticles with four plasmonic shells based on aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) semiconductors [41] were utilized to produce Fano scattering combs.

Following the analysis presented in [36], we calculate the quasi-static conditions for resonant scattering and cloaking based on Mie theory [42]. The contour plots of the total SCS of this composite nanoparticle with two plasmonic layers are shown in Figures 2(a)–2(d) as a function of the aspect ratio \( \eta_k \) and the wavelength of operation, where the plasma frequency of the second plasmonic layer is increased by (a) \( \Delta\omega_p = 750 \) THz, (b) \( \Delta\omega_p = 500 \) THz, (c) \( \Delta\omega_p = 250 \) THz, and (d) \( \Delta\omega_p = 50 \) THz in each case, respectively. The red and blue thick curves in these plots indicate the dispersion of quasi-static conditions for resonant scattering and cloaking, respectively. We fix the geometry picking a large aspect ratio \( \eta_k = 0.91 \) and calculate the dynamic normalized scattering response \( \text{SCS}/\lambda^2 \), which is shown in Figures 2(e)–2(h) for each increased plasma frequency of the second plasmonic layer. The dimensions of the plasmonic layers are equal to \( a_1 = a/\eta_k = 55 \) nm and \( a_2 = 60 \) nm. In Figures 2(e)–2(h) it can be seen that two purely dipolar sharp Fano resonances are formed in the scattering response of the composite plasmonic nanoparticle for different plasma frequencies of the second layer. It is interesting that the second Fano resonance is getting closer to the first as we reduce \( \Delta\omega_p \), whereas the first one stays almost unperturbed at the same wavelength position. This demonstrates the high tunability potential of the proposed double-layer nanoparticle design, especially for the second Fano-like resonance.

Next, the same nanoparticle of Figure 1(a) is used, fixing the plasmonic properties of the second layer to be similar to the first layer, but with an increased plasma frequency \( \Delta\omega_p = 325 \) THz. Moreover, the dimensions of the core are changed to \( a = 10 \) nm. The contour plots of the quasi-static SCS are plotted in Figures 3(a)–3(d) as a function of the aspect ratio \( \eta_k \) and of the wavelength of operation, similar to Figure 2, but here the permittivity of the dielectric core

![Figure 1: Geometry of composite nanoparticles consisting of (a) two and (b) four plasmonic layers, respectively. The core is made of dielectric material.](image-url)
Figure 2: (a)–(d) Contour plots of the total SCS (normalized to the maximum value) as a function of the wavelength and the aspect ratio $\eta_c$ and (e)–(h) normalized SCS/$\lambda^2$ versus wavelength, for different plasma frequencies in the two plasmonic layers of the structure in Figure 1(a): (a), (e) $\Delta \omega_p = 750$ THz, (b), (f) $\Delta \omega_p = 500$ THz, (c), (g) $\Delta \omega_p = 250$ THz, and (d), (h) $\Delta \omega_p = 50$ THz. The aspect ratio is fixed to $\eta_c = 0.91$ (indicated by the dashed arrow in panels (a)–(d)). Cloaking (blue lines) and resonant scattering (red lines) quasi-static conditions are also shown in the contour plots (a)–(d).
is different in each case, taking the values (a) \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 1.5 \), (b) \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 4.5 \), (c) \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 7.5 \), and (d) \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 10 \). Now, a lower aspect ratio is picked, \( \eta_{s} = 0.33 \), and the dynamic normalized scattering response (SCS/\( \lambda^{2} \)) is computed and plotted in Figures 3(e)–3(h) for each permittivity value of the core. In these cases, the dimensions of the plasmonic layers are equal to \( a_1 = a/\eta_{s} = 30 \text{ nm} \) and \( a_2 = 50 \text{ nm} \). Figures 3(e)–3(h) demonstrate that, by changing the core permittivity, we are able to modify and control the frequency positions of both cloaking and resonant scattering states, but selectively tuning only the lower-frequency narrowband Fano resonance. Similar to the previous results, the Fano resonance found at higher frequencies stays fixed, with its shape being unaffected. Hence, tunable operation can also be obtained by changing the core permittivity, leading to reconfigurable Fano scattering responses. Finally, we note that the complex scattering signature shown in Figure 3(h) includes both EIT (\( \lambda \approx 450 \text{ nm} \)) and Fano responses (\( \lambda \approx 350 \text{ nm} \)) in the same scattering spectrum. Excitingly, these features can be observed from any angle of observation, due to the purely dipolar nature of the modes involved in these effects. The EIT scattering signature is characterized by a symmetric scattering response, featuring a sharp dip in between two resonant peaks, and it typically arises when two strong resonant states closely interact in frequency. The Fano response, on the contrary, arises when a broad dipolar scattering state, or continuum, interacts with a dark state [29], and it is typically characterized by an asymmetric scattering signature. It is interesting that almost 50 dB scattering contrast, across a very narrow frequency range, may be obtained in the dipolar Fano resonance examples discussed here. Note that the broad cloaking dip shown in Figures 3(e)–3(h) at approximately 300 nm coincides with the “dark” scattering state of the plasmonic cloak [3, 30]. It is based on a single dipolar mode and, quite interestingly, it is weakly affected by the core permittivity values.

The previous examples clearly demonstrate that the degenerate states of cloaking and resonant scattering in composite nanoparticles are tunable and strongly modifiable by just changing the core permittivity. The degeneracy between the two scattering states guarantees strong field enhancement inside the nanoparticle’s core at both the cloaking and resonant frequency, which is the ideal condition for enhanced optical nonlinear operation. Now, a double-layer plasmonic composite nanoparticle is considered, with geometry shown in Figure 1(a) and dimensions \( a = 3 \text{ nm} \), \( a_1 = 15 \text{ nm} \), and \( a_2 = 45 \text{ nm} \). The scattering response of this nanoparticle with core permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 2.2 \) is computed and plotted in Figure 4 (blue line) in a narrow wavelength range. This geometry was optimized in order to sustain two closely spaced dipolar Fano resonances with similar shape. The dimensions of the core were chosen to be small in order to further increase the field intensity. The electric field (left insets in Figure 4) and power flow (right insets in Figure 4) distributions are plotted in the \( E \) plane at the Fano-like resonant peak (point I, upper insets) and cloaking dip (point II, lower insets), for the first dipolar Fano resonance. As we discussed above, thanks to the degeneracy between cloaking and resonant states, in both cases the fields and power level are enhanced and strongly confined inside and around the dielectric core. Conversely, outside the nanoparticle the field distributions are drastically different: the resonant state causes large scattering around the nanoparticle (point I), whereas at the cloaking wavelength the power flow is almost unperturbed (point II), even right outside of the outer plasmonic layer of the shell.

The strong field enhancement inside the core represents an ideal condition to boost weak optical nonlinear effects. Based on this idea, we propose a nonlinear plasmonic design in which the core is composed of third-order Kerr nonlinear material with permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 2.2 + \chi^{(3)} |E|^2 \), where \( \chi^{(3)} = 4.4 \times 10^{-20} \text{ m}^2/\text{V}^2 \) is typical value of nonlinear dielectric materials [43] and \( |E| \) is the magnitude of the mean value of the local complex electric field in the core of the nanoparticle, calculated using full-wave Mie theory. It is expected that a small change in permittivity of the nonlinear core, induced by an increase in light intensity, will strongly modify the scattering spectrum of the plasmonic nanostructure. The nonlinear scattering response of the proposed nanoparticle is calculated and plotted in Figure 4 (red line), when it is illuminated with a moderate input intensity radiation \( I_{\text{in}} = 173 \text{ MW/cm}^2 \). Bistable scattering performance is obtained, with broader bistability induced at the second Fano resonance. Both narrowband resonances experience an abrupt switching effect spanning almost 50 dB of total scattering reduction. Note that in this plot we also present the calculated unstable branch indicated by the dashed red line. The nonlinear nanoparticle has a reconfigurable response and its scattering behavior is dependent upon the previous values of input radiation intensities, similar to an optical memory. The scattering signature can switch between different values, which correspond to different branches of the bistability excursion for both dipolar Fano resonances. Hence, the scattering response is characterized by a nonlinear Fano comb with reconfigurable and tunable exotic scattering features. A plethora of potential applications are envisioned based on these nonlinear nanoparticles, such as reconfigurable optical nanotags and tunable sensors.

Next, a four-layer plasmonic composite nanoparticle is analyzed, with geometry shown in Figure 1(b). The relative permittivity of the core is chosen to be \( \varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 10 \) and its radius is \( a = 150 \text{ nm} \). In this case, the plasmonic layers are made of AZO semiconductors with different doping levels. The first plasmonic layer follows a lossless Drude dispersion with relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{p1} = \varepsilon_{\infty} - \omega_{p1}^2/\omega^2 \), where \( \varepsilon_{\infty} = 3.3 \) and \( \omega_{p} = 2213 \text{ THz} \) [37]. The other plasmonic layers follow the same Drude dispersion, but assuming different doping levels, leading to an increase in plasma frequency by \( \Delta \omega_{p} \), for each layer, that is, the plasma frequency of each layer will be \( \omega_{pn} = \omega_{p1} + (n - 1) \Delta \omega_{p} \), where \( n \) is the index of plasmonic layers of the composite nanoparticle. In this case, the aspect ratio \( \eta_{s} \) is again equal to the ratio between radius of the dielectric core and radius of the first plasmonic layer \( \eta_{s} = a/a_1 \). All four plasmonic layers are assumed to have the same thickness.
Figure 3: (a)–(d) Contour plots of the total SCS (normalized to the maximum value) as a function of the wavelength and the aspect ratio $\eta_c$ and (e)–(h) normalized SCS/$\lambda^2$ versus wavelength, for different core permittivities of the structure in Figure 1(a): (a), (e) $\varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 1.5$, (b), (f) $\varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 4.5$, (c), (g) $\varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 7.5$, and (d), (h) $\varepsilon_{\text{core}} = 10$. The aspect ratio is fixed to $\eta_c = 0.33$ (indicated by the dashed arrow in panels (a)–(d)). Cloaking (blue lines) and resonant scattering (red lines) quasi-static conditions are also shown in the contour plots (a)–(d).
Figure 4: Normalized scattering response versus wavelength, for linear (blue line) and nonlinear (red line) dielectric core for the geometry in Figure 1(a). The electric field (left insets) and power flow (right insets) distributions are plotted on the $E$ plane at the higher-frequency Fano-like resonant peak (I) and cloaking dip (II) when linear operation is considered. The nonlinear plasmonic nanoparticle is illuminated with input intensity $I_{in} = 173$ MW/cm$^2$. The unstable branch of the nonlinear bistable response is plotted with a dashed red line.
Applying Mie theory consistent to the analysis presented in [37], we calculate the quasi-static conditions for resonant scattering and cloaking states of each dipolar Fano resonance. The contour plots of the total SCS of this four-layer plasmonic composite nanoparticle are shown in Figures 5(a)–5(c) as a function of the aspect ratio \( \eta_c \) and the wavelength of operation, and the plasma frequency of each plasmonic layer is increased by (a) \( \Delta \omega_p = 500 \) THz, (b) \( \Delta \omega_p = 275 \) THz, and (c) \( \Delta \omega_p = 50 \) THz, respectively. Rich and exotic scattering spectra are obtained for this multilayered plasmonic nanoparticle, with multiple dipolar Fano resonances (Fano-comb scattering signature). The dynamic normalized scattering response \( \text{SCS}/\lambda^2 \) is calculated for a large aspect ratio \( \eta_c = 0.952 \) and plotted in Figures 5(d)–5(f) for different plasma frequencies of each plasmonic layer. The dimensions of the four plasmonic layers are equal to \( a_{c1} = a/\eta_c = 157.5 \) nm, \( a_{c2} = 165 \) nm, \( a_{c3} = 172.5 \) nm, and \( a_{c4} = 180 \) nm. Multiple purely dipolar sharp Fano resonances can be seen in Figures 5(d)–5(f), creating a Fano-comb scattering response. Note that the narrowband Fano resonances, produced at near infrared wavelengths, get closer together as we reduce \( \Delta \omega_p \), whereas the broader conventional dipolar resonance stays almost unperturbed at the same wavelength position \( \lambda = 1650 \) nm. Hence, tunable Fano comb scattering signatures...
may be obtained as we modify the doping levels of the semiconductor material used for each plasmonic layer of the composite nanoparticle. Reconfigurable optical tagging applications may be achieved with these multilayer nanoparticle designs, exhibiting tunable scattering response based on the doping level of each plasmonic semiconductor shell.

3. Hyperbolic Metamaterials

In the following, we study tunable and reconfigurable effects in hyperbolic metamaterial structures. The geometry of the layered nonlinear metamaterial structure is shown in Figure 6(a). The structure may be characterized as an inhomogeneous anisotropic slab composed of 20 alternating layers of Kerr-nonlinear dielectric material and lossless plasmonic silver (Ag). The thicknesses of both layers are subwavelength with values $d_1 = 50$ nm and $d_2 = 25$ nm, respectively. The dispersion of the plasmonic Ag material is modeled by a Drude permittivity $\varepsilon_{Ag} = \varepsilon_{\infty} - \omega_p^2/\omega^2$, where $\omega_p = 2175$ THz and $\varepsilon_{\infty} = 5$, based on the experimental data retrieved from [40]. The third-order nonlinear dielectric material has a relative permittivity $\varepsilon_d = \varepsilon_L + \chi^{(3)}|E|^2$, where $\varepsilon_L = 0.1$ and $\chi^{(3)} = 4.4 \times 10^{-18}$ m$^2$/V$^2$, a common value for semiconductor nonlinear materials [43]. The nonlinear permittivity directly depends on the local electric field inside the nonlinear layers induced by the incident radiation intensity. This device is characterized by hyperbolic dispersion and, as a result, negative refraction without requiring a negative refractive index may be obtained over a relatively broad frequency range, as shown in [38].

The structure is illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave operating at $\lambda = 311$ nm and at an incidence angle $\theta_i = 45^\circ$. The transmittance and the angle of transmission (relative to normal direction), varying the input radiation intensity, are plotted in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. Two peaks in transmission (Figure 6(b)) are obtained at two different input intensities: $I_{in} = 0.78$ GW/cm$^2$ and $I_{in} = 2.1$ GW/cm$^2$. These peaks correspond to positive and negative angles of the transmitted wave, as seen in Figure 6(c). The response of
the layered nonlinear hyperbolic metamaterial may drastically change, as we increase the input intensity, from positive to negative refraction at the same frequency. Hence, tunable and reconfigurable refraction may be achieved as a function of the input radiation intensity.

Next, a different layered hyperbolic metamaterial is studied, terminated this time by a perfect electric conductor (PEC), operating as a mirror for electromagnetic waves. The geometry of this structure is shown in Figure 7(a). In this case, the transmission is equal to zero and only reflected waves exist. The layers are now composed of dielectric material with relative permittivity $\varepsilon_d = 2$ and thickness $d_1 = 50$ nm and silver with the same Drude dispersion described before and thickness $d_1 = 25$ nm. The PEC slab is used to terminate the layered metamaterial and has thickness $d_3 = 300$ nm. The back mirror may be realized with different metals, which approximate the PEC properties at optical frequencies when their thickness is much larger than their skin depth ($\delta \approx 30$ nm).

The Goos-Hänchen shift [39] of the reflected wave from this structure is analyzed for two different wavelengths of operation. Figure 7(b) demonstrates the operation of this device at $\lambda = 323$ nm, when negative refraction is not realized inside the hyperlens. It can be seen that the Goos-Hänchen shift is positive and rather small at this frequency point, as it is expected for the usual operation of conventional dielectrics, which refract light in a positive way. However, when the device is illuminated at $\lambda = 352$ nm, strong negative Goos-Hänchen shift is obtained, which is clearly shown in Figure 7(c). This effect causes a distinctively strong focal spot of radiation in front of the hyperbolic metamaterial. The negative shift is a direct outcome of the negative refraction the waves experience inside the hyperlens, which is dominant and strong for this particular frequency point. Moreover, this effect can arise without the usual requirements of negative refractive index metamaterials. It is interesting that hyperbolic metamaterials may also lead to "trapped rainbow" configurations with lower losses compared to devices based on double negative metamaterials [44]. To sum up, tunable Goos-Hänchen shift, positive to negative, may be obtained with the same hyperbolic metamaterial as a function of the frequency of operation. With the addition of proper nonlinearity or tunable materials, it may be also possible to induce these effects at the same frequency of operation.

4. Conclusions

To conclude, we have presented here tunable and reconfigurable plasmonic metamaterial designs using linear and nonlinear materials. Multilayered plasmonic composite nanoparticles have been demonstrated to achieve exotic and complex scattering responses, which may be tuned at will, as we change the doping level of the semiconductor layers or the permittivity of the dielectric core. Dipolar Fano resonances, EIT-like effects, and Fano scattering combs have been obtained based on these composite nanoparticles. Their scattering response may be further reconfigured when Kerr nonlinear materials are included in their core, leading to strong optical bistability, all-optical switching, and memory operation. Furthermore, layered hyperbolic metamaterials have been studied considering third-order nonlinear materials introduced in their layers. Tunable operation with positive-to-negative refraction has been demonstrated as the input radiation intensity is increased. Finally, reconfigurable Goos-Hänchen shift has been presented in a linear layered hyperbolic metamaterial. The shift may change from positive to negative when the same metamaterial structure is illuminated at different frequencies. The proposed sharp Fano scattering signatures and the negative refraction properties of the proposed hyperbolic metamaterial are expected to be affected when realistic losses are included in the metallic parts [36–38]. Nevertheless, gain and active media may be in principle introduced in the dielectric layers [38], expectedly compensating the inherent metallic losses. The incorporation of gain and active materials
holds the promise to bridge the gap towards viable applications of the proposed devices. To sum up, novel linear and nonlinear metamaterial and plasmonic designs have been presented here with large potential for ultrafast all-optical data processing. Numerous applications may be envisioned based on the proposed devices, such as tunable sensors or nanotags, as well as reconfigurable subwavelength imaging systems.
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